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Text:                                                

Lonely Orphans Association 

The lonely Orphans Association is a charity dedicated to help vulnerable children around 

the world. Its mission is to provide support, care and basic needs for orphans who are living in 

poverty and lack familial and social connections in order to help them overcome the shadow of 

despair and finding resilience, hope or purpose despite their challenging circumstances. 

The lonely Orphans Association works in various ways to achieve their goals. It builds water 

wells in impoverished communities, including refugees camps, to provide clean drinking water. 

It also distributes food packs and organises school meal programmes to ensure children have 

access to proper nutrition. The lonely Orphans Association does specifically target aid towards 

children in “Gaza”. It focuses on Gaza’s most vulnerable population which includes many 

children who have lost parents and have known depths of loneliness or been deeply impacted by 

the ongoing crisis. It provides essential aid such as food distribution and emergency supplies 

during times of war. It has also highlighted the need for access to healthcare and education, 

especially for children in Gaza where a large portion of the population relies on humanitarian aid. 

By supporting charities like the Lonely Orphans Association, we contribute to advocate for 

justice and equality, fostering alliances for sustainable community change and work towards 

creating a more equitable world for all. Every donation, volunteer hour and raised voice 

empowers these children and fosters a future filled with opportunity and hope.         

Adapted from: https://www.muslimgiving.org/lonelyorphans   

Part One  : (14pts) 

Task one :  Reading Comprehension (7pts) 

A/ Choose the right answer to complete the following sentences : (2pts)  

1) The Lonely Orphans Association does gracious work towards   ................................ 

a- homeless people rejected by their families. 

b- physically disabled people. 

c- vulnerable children whose parents are dead.  

2) By supporting charities people contribute to advocate for ............................... 

a- justice and equality. 

b- richness and wealth. 

c- fame and reputation. 
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B/ Say if these statements are “True” , “False” or not mentioned : (3pts)  

a- The Lonely Orphans Association provides only food.   ......................... 

b- The Lonely Orphans Association offers aid to the most vulnerable population in Gaza in 

the ongoing crisis.  .................... 

c- The Lonely Orphans Association received aid from others organisations.  .................. 

C/ Lexis :  Match these words with their definitions : (2pts)    

• Charity: - Being susceptible to harm due to weakness or lack of protection. 

• Vulnerable:  - Organization that helps the needy relying on donations and volunteers. 

• Impoverished: - Act of giving something without expecting anything in return. 

• Donation:            - Extreme poverty, lack of basic necessities (food, clothing, shelter...). 
 

Task two : Mastery of language  (7pts)  

A) Put the capital letters and the right punctuation where necessary : (2pts) 

el-baraka is a charitable association which is helping people in gaza in the ongoing crisis 

B) Give the correct form of verbs between brackets : (3pts)  

Doubtless charities have become more important than ever. Our society (to suffer) 

.....................  from sicknesses,  poverty and food shortages.  If you ( to want) ..................... 

to make a positive impact on your community ,  (not/ to hesitate) ........................  to be one 

of the white hands of donors. All together we’ll make the world a better place.  

C) Classify these words according to the pronunciation of their final “s” : (2pts)  

Circumstances  –  provides   –    orphans  –  works 

/ s / / z / / ɪz / 

   

 

Part Two: Situation of integration (6pts) 

You are a member in a charity association which helps the people in need.  

Write an article and post it on your blog page in which you sensitize people to help this weak 

category of the society. These cues may help you : 

1. Definition of charity work : help – donate .... 

2. What does it consist on ? food – money ... 

3. Who is concerned with this charitable work ? poor – sick ... 

4. Invite and sensitize people to participate in it : white hands – volunteer ... 

5. Its benefits towards society : strengthen – social ties – brotherhood ... 
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